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Completion Numbers - I
Share of working age population with college degrees (two-
year or four-year), per Lumina Foundation report:

Big gaps by groups:



Completion Numbers - II 
Percentage of those who start college who obtain a degree 
within six years, per National Student Clearinghouse report:



How the Two Data Sets Relate
• The ultimate goal

• Changing demographics

• Changing attitudes about government funding



The Access Agenda
--Much of American higher education was closed off to many 
would-be students by issues of race, gender, class or other 
factors.

--An emphasis on breaking down roadblocks to enrollment.

--Era in which little data was available on how previously 
excluded students would fare in higher education.



The Completion Non-Agenda

“Look to your left, look to your right, because one of you won't 
be here by the end of the year.”



Shift to Completion Agenda
--Foundations

--Politicians

--The impact of foundations and politicians being on the 
same page



Many Completion Agendas, Not One
Latino completion rate statistics from Excelencia in Education

(Other groups have similar analyses)



Completion Strategies I – Low Hanging Fruit

--Those who left without nearly enough credit.

--Those who are closer to graduation than they realize.

--Those who earned enough for an associate degree and 
never realized it.



Completion Strategies II – Funding Formulas

--Funding degrees, not enrollments – sounds easy, but 
creates lots of issues.



Completion Strategies III – Tough Love
• Required orientation/academic advising

• Enforcing deadlines on registration

• Priority registration



Completion Strategies IV -- Competency



Completion Strategies V -- Remediation
• Why remediation matters so much

• Mend it or end it? (Fund it?)

• Mix remedial and college-level instruction?

• Redefine how remedial education is delivered

• Remediation and money

• Remediation and politics



Completion Strategies VI – Talking About It

Pledges, discussions and other ways to make completion part 
of students’ plans – from enrollment on.



Completion Strategies VII – Obama Ratings

Carrots and sticks on completion



Completion Strategies VIII – Change the Measures

What if the measures we have been using are all wrong?



Questioning the Completion Strategy
• Is anyone against completion?

• Does completion favor speed over rigor?

• Does completion reward the institutions that educate the 
best prepared with the best resources?

• Does completion emphasis discourage colleges from 
enrolling at-risk students?



Booklet on Completion Agenda
Free download here:

http://www.insidehighered.com/download/form3.php?width
=500&height=550&iframe=true&title=The%20Completion%
20Agenda%20booklet&file=completionAgenda-final2.pdf



Q&A
• Your questions

• Your suggestions for future coverage



With thanks for support 
Inside Higher Ed's "The Completion Agenda" webinar is made 
possible with the support of ETS, a leader in higher education 
assessment. The SuccessNavigator assessment from ETS 
helps colleges and universities reach at-risk incoming 
students and improve retention and completion rates as early 
as their next incoming class. 


